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Abstract

It is widely accepted by mathematics educators and mathematicians that most proof-
oriented university mathematics courses are taught in a â€œdefinition-theorem-proofâ€
format. However, there are relatively few empirical studies on what takes place during
this instruction, why this instruction is used, and how it affects studentsâ€™ learning. In
this paper, I investigate these issues by examining a case study of one professor using
this type of instruction in an introductory real analysis course. I first describe the
professorâ€™s actions in the classroom and argue that these actions are the result of
the professorâ€™s beliefs about mathematics, students, and education, as well as his
knowledge of the material being covered. I then illustrate how the professorâ€™s
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knowledge of the material being covered. I then illustrate how the professorâ€™s
teaching style influenced the way that his students attempted to learn the material.
Finally, I discuss the implications that the reported data have on mathematics education
research.
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